
CWCN Holiday Family Fun 
 

Who says we can’t have fun in times of  COVID 19? While restrictions are gradually eased, the pandemic still 
throws a  few spanners in the works because the Cubberla-Witton Catchments Network has to protect their 
young fans as well as their volunteers usually running children’s events. During the winter  holidays CWCN 
invites you to participate in self-guided alternative activities, intended to keep us all safe and healthy while 
having a good time.  

 

Sunday, 5th July 2020 
Wildlife Safari along Cubberla Creek 
See what animals roam the stretch. This is a Sunday fun discovery walk for the entire family. All animals are 
made from recycled materials. We wonder whether you recognize them. They range from small insects to 
birds to mammals and reptiles and amphibians. You can choose your time when you want to go on safari as 
our animals will be waiting for you for most of  the Sunday. BYO pencil. A little booklet will be provided to 
give a tick to the animal you sighted and recognized.  

 

Starting Point:                   Water dragon sculpture off  Sutling Street, Chapel Hill 
Time:                                   10:00am – 4:00pm (start anytime in this period) 

 

Wednesday, 8th July 2020 
Torchlight Walk with a Twist  
Every child loves to use a torch. So wrap yourselves up as it may be cold, bring your own torch, enjoy the 
dark and discover a new world. Our young discoverers will experience a great walk and come across lots of  
creatures while walking around the lagoon. And no, they will not scare real life animals because all their dis-
coveries are made of  reflective material and only visible through the children’s torches. The odd fairy or pix-
ie might mingle with the creatures too.  
Starting Point:    near playground at Biami Yumba Park, Fig Tree Pocket Rd, Fig Tree Pocket 
Time:                     5:30pm – 7:30pm               
 

Sunday, 12th July 2020 
Mushroom Mystery Walk 
Something has happened on Cubberla Creek. Investigators are at work to find out. Go for a walk and find 
out. There will be clues and hints and lots to discover. Did you know that scientists call a mushroom a fungus 
and several of  them fungi? What are they, and what do they do in the environment? Are they plants? Do ani-
mals eat them? Should I? We wonder whether you might see a fairy ring, find out how they find food, how a 
mushroom gets it’s spots on the cap and so much more. Come on your walk, marvel at the many different 
species you will encounter (guaranteed!), and find out whodunnit. 
Starting Point:    Water dragon sculpture off  Sutling Street, Chapel Hill 
Time:                    10:00am – 4:00pm (start anytime in this period) 

 
During your walks kindly follow the rules developed by Queensland Health. CWCN is hoping to be back with 
long awaited group activities during the Spring holidays. In the meantime, we hope you will enjoy above 
events as a family. If  you have any question, ring Jutta Godwin on 0407 583 441.  

 
 


